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Motivation: 

 

 Various types of spectroscopy are used within the field of ecology to collect data at the ecosystem 

level.  For example, Greg Asner, a staff scientist with the Carnegie Institution for Science, Department of 

Global Ecology and his team use data obtained from a hyper spectrometer and LiDAR in order to 

determine the health of an ecosystem, impacts of drought and more. 

 One major area of research currently is improving predictions of canopy chemistry from 

hyperspectrometer readings taken from an airborne hyperspectrometer.  Important chemistry markers 

include nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon, water and chlorophyll.  Once the data has been converted from the 

spectral domain to the chemical domain, a variety of spatial analysis techniques can be applied to gain a 

greater understanding about the ecosystem.  

 

Proposal: 

 

 For my EE 368 project, I would like to work on a project with the Asner Lab and take on a part of 

their image processing workflow to answer relevant questions to the field of ecology.  For my project, I 

would like to do an analysis of the spatial distribution of various chemicals within an overhead image of 

the forest canopy.  I will be working with hyperspectral data taken with the Carnegie Airborne 

Observatory of Barro Colorado Island.   

 

Objectives: 

 

1. Use RandomForests or another supervised learning method to improve the accuracy of predicting 

a pixel’s chemical distribution (21 channels) based on a spectral distribution (214 channels) 

which has already been cleaned up from a 400+ channels.  This step will require using a dataset 

of 345 points which is relatively small.  Hence this algorithm should not take too long to 

implement. 

2. Implement this mapping to hyperspectral images to obtain 2-d images of the distribution of 

various chemicals. 

3. Determine appropriate denoising algorithms to chemical-based images to remove pixel noise 

4. Use image processing algorithms to better understand spatial characteristics of various chemicals 

and quantify it in an automated manner: 

a. Better understand spatial gradients of chemicals – Once the data has been denoised, can 

we use spatial gradients of the chemicals to identify specific plants or other 

characteristics of an ecosystem. 

b. Can I develop a template based on chemical signature to identify a specific plant? 

c. Use unsupervised thresholding to determine whether there are hot spots of certain 

chemicals?  Are they correlated with hotspots of other chemicals? 

 

For this project, I plan to use R and Envi.  Within R, I will likely use the hyperSpec toolbox.   

I will be working with Dr. Asner as well as other members of the lab although I will require some 

assistance with developing appropriate image processing algorithsm.   
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